
“Becoming A Travel Local-er “

It’s the new way to upstart the Economy safely

We are in an unique time. A time of chaos, uncertainty, and a time of where the
message is not well thought out. A time where the trust is waning and hopes and
good dreams are hard to come by. It is a time where domestic travelers are going
to have to become an American Army of civilians marching across the American
plains, mountain tops, rivers and valleys and on to our beaches to show the world
that this is the way to upstart America in a way that has not been seen before. Our
National GDP will begin an uptick as our stressful mentally and our fragile minds
will change into a true happy place. We will board buses, take trains, jump onto
planes, and open doors to ride shares to caravan to communities across our great
land. We as a nation will travel domestically for two years as the one common
goal. It’s a time in America where we as citizens will rise and discover who we are
and our history.

In this time of uncertainty whereas if we chose to travel internationally we will be
faced with a 14-day quarantine going and coming back. That’s 28 days folks and
the last time I checked the average out of country vacation for Americans is only
10 days. You do the math. We have a magnitude of discovery in our backyards that
are only across a states or a county state line.

We can dig anywhere to discover our anscestors  time capsules.  We can go on
quacky treasure excursions and radio hosted scavenger hunts. One idea is to come
up with a true (intellectual way to find something hidden for 25 years by a genious
wanting you to find the holy grail of a time warp-bending technology. Ok, so you
know where I am going with this.

It could be a way for you to find folks online with the same travel likes as you
travel to meet up with them at Cape Canaveral or Yellowstone Park. At the end of



a few days, you become life long friends. There all kinds of ways to meet up with
people who are like you. I always wanted to build an EWOK village were folks
that  loved Star  Wars could go and hang out together to create memories for a
lifetime.

Yes, folks, we can do this in our own back yards! Just keep it going for two years.
We all may find out sooner than later that we like doing this in our own great
country. I have not gotten in my car for over 35 years or on a plane and just threw
a dart at a random spot on the wall and just went without thinking about it. Just
grab the kids and see how far out you can go by discovering how many favorite
Disney Characters you all can think of before ending up at Grandmas House. Be a
Forest  Gump and  Just  do  it.  Do  something  you  never  have  done  before.  Go
running and see how far you can go with a fanny pack and your wallet, but do it
here in the USA. Do a Tik Tok at the Grand Canyon. Or sing a song with people
you don’t  know at  an  empty NFL football  stadium.  Maybe  try  doing a  social
distancing flash mob in a not so busy train station. Before you start, remember
this, it can be a day, a couple of days, or a weekend, or even take a day off in the
middle of the week and don’t tell the bus, call it a sick day and journey across the
USA and see it through the window of a train caboose. It does not have to be a
vacation day, It does not have to be in the summer or even spring break, just do it.
It could be a journey across the county to the main street you have never been to
before. Who knows, you may find that antique that has alluded you for years. I
have five great songs to travel with. My favorite is “Radar Love”. That one gets
me to wind up like a top out of control for an incredible journey that only a month
ago, I would not have never planned.

You want to do a bucket list. Folks, we have 48 states that are becomming all of us
to come visit.  This is something, and I guarantee you won't ever forget it,  and
instead of 10 things on your bucket list that is outside this country try doing one
here, in your back yard. I guarantee there are things you have not discovered yet in
America.  From  Graveyards  to  crazy  side  street  restaurants  you  have  not
discovered yet and that bucket list now becomes a merrygo-round of possibilities
and those 50 possibilities you can now write off in two years. Not only will you



have the time and the discovery of your life you will become proud that you’re an
American again. Try it without an agenda. Just go for it and let the wind guide
you! Magic happens at 10 feet above sea level and at 40 thousand feet above.

Keep America Great and get in your car, jump on a train, a bus or a plane and
pretend you are John Candy and Steve Martin for a week or two!


